Chapter 560-11-10
(3) Land valuation. The appraisal staff shall estimate land values by use of the sales comparison or
income approach to value as provided in this subparagraph giving preference to the sales comparison
approach when adequate land sales are available. The appraisal staff shall identify and describe the
property, collect site-specific information, make a study of trends and factors influencing value and
obtain a physical measurement of the site. Once the subject is analyzed, the appraisal staff shall classify
the land for valuation. Once land values have been estimated, such appraisals should be regularly
reviewed and updated.
(a) Land analysis and stratification. The appraisal staff shall appraise land separately from the
improvements both to consider the trends and factors affecting each and to arrive at a separate
assessment for the digest. In no event, however, may the separate appraisals of the land and
improvements exceed the fair market value of the land and improvements when considered as a whole.
For appraisal purposes, land shall be separated into different categories based on its use and sales
within the market.
1. Site analysis. The appraisal staff shall utilize the trends and factors affecting the value of the subject
property, such as its accessibility and desirability. The existing zoning, existing use, existing covenants
and use restrictions in the deed and in law shall be applied. The other factors the appraiser shall apply
include, but are not limited to, environmental, economic, governmental, and social factors. Site-specific
information that may be considered includes, but is not limited to, location, frontage, width, depth,
shape, size, topography, landscaping, slope, view, drainage, hydrology, off-site improvements, soil
condition, soil productivity, zoning, absorption, nuisances, use, covenants, neighborhood, corner
influence, proximity to recreational water, and the quality of access.
2. Market research and verification. The appraisal staff shall build and maintain an up-to-date file
system of qualified sales as provided in Rule 560-11-10-.09(2)(d)(1)(ii). Other preferred information to
be considered is the motivations of the buyer and seller, as obtained from actual interviews of the
parties to the sales. Adjustments to the sales to be considered by the appraiser include, but are not
limited to, time of sale; location; physical characteristics; partial interest not conveyed; trades or
exchanges included; personal property included; leases assumed; incomplete or unbuilt community
property; atypical financing; existing covenants; deed restrictions; environmental, economic,
governmental and social factors affecting the sale property and the subject parcel. These adjusted
qualified sales may then be used to appraise the subject property.
(b) Acreage tract valuation. The appraisal staff shall determine the small acreage break point to
differentiate between small acreage tracts and large acreage tracts and develop or acquire schedules for
the valuation of each. When this small acreage break point cannot easily be determined, the appraisal
staff shall recommend to the board of tax assessors a reasonable break point of not less than five acres
nor more than twenty-five acres. The base land schedules should be applicable to all land types in a
county. The documentation prepared by the appraisal staff should clearly demonstrate how the land
schedule is applied and explain its limitations.
1. Small acreage tract valuation schedule. After the appraisal staff has performed the site analysis, as
provided in Rule 560-11-10-.09(3)(a)(1), they shall analyze the market to identify groups of comparable
properties that may be combined in the valuation process, as provided in Rule 560-11-10-.09(4)(b)(3).

The appraisal staff shall then analyze the sales to establish a representative base price per acre, and
adjustment factors for reflecting value added by the characteristics discovered in the site analysis. Using
such base value and the adjustment factors, the appraisal staff shall develop the small acreage schedule
for all acreage levels through the small acreage break point.
2. Large acreage tract valuation schedule. After the appraisal staff has performed the site analysis, as
provided in Rule 560-11-10-.09(3)(a)(1), they shall analyze the market to identify groups of comparable
properties that may be combined in the valuation process, as provided in Rule 560-11-10-.09(4)(b)(3).
The appraisal staff shall then analyze the sales to establish a representative benchmark price per acre,
and adjustment values for reflecting incremental value associated with different productivity levels,
sizes, and locations, as discovered in the site analysis. Using such benchmark values and adjustment
values, the appraisal staff shall develop the large acreage schedule for all acreage levels above the small
acreage break point.
(i) Land productivity values. The appraisal staff should analyze sales of large acreage tracts to extract
the value of all improvements, crop allotments, standing timber, and any other factors that influence
the value above the base land value. The appraisal staff should then stratify the sales into two
categories of open land and woodland. The base land values should be further stratified into up to nine
productivity grades for each category of land, with grade one being the best, using the productivity
classifications of the United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service,
where available. Where soil productivity information is not available, the appraisal staff may consult
with the local United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service
Supervisor. Alternately, the appraisal staff may use any acceptable means by which to determine soil
productivity grades including, but not limited to, aerial and infrared photography, historical soil
productivity information, and present use. The appraisal staff should analyze sales within the strata and
determine benchmark values for as many productivity grades as possible. The missing strata values are
then determined by extrapolating between grades. In the absence of sufficient benchmark values, a
system of productivity factors may be developed from crop or timber production based on ratings
provided by the United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service.
(ii) Pond values. The appraisal staff should analyze sales of large acreage tracts containing ponds to
extract the value of ponds. The appraisal staff should develop up to three grades of ponds based upon
the quality of construction with regard to the dam, the amount of tree clearing within the pond body,
and the nature of the waterline around the pond.
(iii) Location and size adjustments. The appraisal staff should plot sales on an index map of the county
where trends in sales prices based on size and location may be analyzed. From this analysis, the
appraisal staff should develop adjustments for each homogeneous market area, which are based on a
tract's location within the county. Within each identified homogeneous market area, sales should also
be analyzed to develop adjustment factors for ranges of tract sizes where the market reflects a
relationship between the value per acre and the number of acres in a tract. Such factors should be
calculated to the fourth decimal place and should extend from the small acreage break point to the tract
acreage point where size no longer appears to have a significant impact on the price paid per acre. The
appraiser should select an acreage point between these two points that represents a typical agricultural
use tract size and assign it an index factor value of 1.0000. Such adjustments should be supported by
clearly identifiable changes in selling prices per acre. Finally, large acreage tracts that have sold within

the most recent 24 months, unless no such sale has occurred in which case the look back period should
be 48 months, should be appraised using the schedule of adjustment factors and a sales ratio study
performed to test for uniformity and conformity of the schedule to Rule 560-11-2-.56, and if the
schedule thus conforms, the adjustments shall then be applied to all other large acreage tracts that are
within the scope of the schedule being tested.
(iv) Adjustments for absorption When insufficient large tract sales are available to create a reliable
schedule of factors, the appraisal staff may use comparable sales to develop values for the size tracts for
which comparables exist, and then adjust these values for larger tracts by (1) estimating a rate of
absorption for the smaller tracts for which data exists, (2) dividing the large tract into smaller,
marketable sections, (3) developing a sales schedule with estimated income by year reflecting the
absorption rate and the value characteristics of each of the smaller tracts, (4) discounting the income
schedule to the present using an appropriate discount rate, and (5) summing the resulting values to
arrive at an estimated value for the property.
(v) Standing Timber Value Extraction. When determining the market value of land underlying standing
timber, where such standing timber is taxed in accordance with Code section 48-5-7.5, the appraiser
shall not rely exclusively on the sales prices of such land that has recently had the timber harvested.
Rather he or she shall also consider sales of land with standing timber after the value of such standing
timber has been determined in accordance with this subparagraph and deducted from the selling price.

